Analysis of brush-particle interactions using self-consistent-field theory.
Non-specific protein adsorption can be reduced by attaching polymer chains by one end to a sorbent surface. End-grafted polymer modified surfaces have also found application in size-based chromatographic bioseparations. To better understand how to tailor surfaces for these applications, a numerical SCF model has been used to calculate theoretical results for the polymer density distribution of interacting polymer chains around a solute particle positioned at a fixed distance from a surface. In addition, the excess energy required to move the particle into the polymer chains (interaction energy) is calculated using a statistical mechanical treatment of the lattice model. The effect of system variables such as particle size, chain length, surface density and Flory interaction parameters on density distributions and interaction energies is also studied. Calculations for the interaction of a solute particle with a surface covered by many polymer chains (a brush) show that the polymer segments will fill in behind the particle quite rapidly as it moves toward the surface. When there is no strong energetic attraction between the polymer and solute we predict that the interaction energy will be purely repulsive upon compression due to losses in conformational entropy of the polymer chains. Above a critical chain length, which depends upon particle size, a maximum in the force required to move the particle toward the surface is observed due to an engulfment of the particle as chains attempt to access the free volume behind the particle. If an attraction exists between the polymer and solute, such that a minimum in the interaction energy is seen, the optimum conditions for solute repulsion occur at the highest surface density attainable. Long chain length can lead to increased solute concentration within the polymer layer due to the fact that an increased number of favourable polymer-solute contacts are able to occur than with short chains at a similar entropic penalty.